AMIA Agenda for Meeting, 11/18/02

- Possible future event ideas: yay or nay?
  - Museum exhibit or workshop or panel
  - Festival exhibit or workshop or panel
  - Projection workshop
  - Tour of a corporate archive?
  - Something on the profession and expectations for jobs in the field?
  Possible panel with professionals from the field sharing their experience

- Your ideas?? Please contribute, these events are all for you to attend!

- Fun/Social event!!! 2nd weekend in January (the 12th), potluck/screening night at Emily’s place, Sunday night at 5pm. Am trying to get a super 8mm projector and films or 16mm—anyone have one or ideas?

- Student Feedback…what do you want to see from AMIA?

- Minutes from Meeting Attendance: 7

- Again the projection workshop generated the most interest from the students. They thought touring Sony-Columbia would be fun after seeing 2 non-profit archives. Other ideas from MIAS students: Film Collectors or independent archivists (ie not affiliated with an archive or organization); Film collectors panel; discussion of beginning a web online journal for student AMIA?

- Things they’d like to see happen: More FTV involvement (which I think Lindy and I have been working pretty hard on); try to schedule events that work with their own schedule so they can attend; how to post to the listserv, request an email instructing how to post.